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Expectations- Expected Outcomes
● Audience will be able to summarize reasons that ancillary / test bank sprints 

are helpful

● Audience will be able to "see themselves" / identify their potential role(s) in 
ancillary development

● Audience will gain [transferable] exposure/knowledge about different test 
bank development ( @KState, @USF, @VT, @OhioState) methods



Why Ancillaries Matter
Because teaching faculty need them!



Local and National Impacts
Rebel Cummings-Sauls



Local
Faculty Experiences and 
Institutional Challenges 

Writing Commons

Math

Chemistry



This book pushes the boundaries of a traditional textbook with its expansive 
content and interactivity.  
Currently crowdsourcing submissions via an academic, peer-review process.



Ancillaries included and proceeds from print sales used to create more.



Resource is not open, but professor made an abundant amount of ancillary 
content available.



Over 1,500 numbered exercises that range in difficulty; 
faculty created.



Features algorithms that create problem sets for students to practice.



Chemistry- OpenStax Instructor Only Resources and used stipend to 
create over 200 questions. 



National
State, Consortia, and Networks

FLVC-FALSC

Orange Grove

OPEN FL

OTN



https://www.floridashines.org/orange-grove



“I need more than a textbook”- said every faculty in FL this year!

https://falsc.libguides.com/openfl 



Open Textbook Network- Ancillary Subgroup.



The Faculty Perspective
Anastasia “Katy” Cortes



Use of part-time/temporary teaching faculty has been growing:

https://www.aaup.org/sites/default/files/Academic_Labor_Force_Trends_1975-2015.pdf © AAUP. Fair use

https://www.aaup.org/sites/default/files/Academic_Labor_Force_Trends_1975-2015.pdf


Testbank Sprint Methodology
Anita Walz
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LOTS O’ EMAILS





CC BY SA https://thatpsychprof.com/the-great-psychology-testbank-sprint/

https://thatpsychprof.com/the-great-psychology-testbank-sprint/


GOALS:

- Develop a 500 question testbank
- Learn how to do this
- Help others learn to do this
- Have fun



2 grants
+ 9 business faculty
+ 3 guest speakers
+ 4 librarians
+ 1.5 days
+ a lot of food and logistics
+ 1 robot and 1 cat
+ editorial work afterwards

Ingredients: 400-question test bank



+ Incentive funding from the Inn at Virginia Tech

$$ used for event support, travel, lodging, food & honoraria



PLANNING















Giant spreadsheet!



License & approved uses
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Content Camp Approach
Anastasia “Katy” Cortes



Content Camp was a 2 day event in Chicago:

● Sponsored by the Ohio State University, with a test bank “tool” 
hosted by Penn State University

● 4 teams of volunteer faculty in 2019: Spanish, Economics, 
Management, and History, but the overall project now includes 10 
disciplines.

● Each discipline team tasked to generate ~1000 questions spread 
throughout disciplinary topics, independent of any textbook.



The “Tool”:

Screenshots used with permission of The Ohio State University.



The intent is to have a 
broad variety of test 
questions for a subject 
that can be used with any 
open source text.

Users can select and 
download questions for 
use in their courses, 
including in an LMS 
environment.



Each discipline team 
generated a list of the 
typical subjects 
covered in a course in 
their discipline. This 
example includes some 
of the subjects for a 
principles of 
Management course:



Each subject was 
further divided into the 
topics typically included 
in that subject. This 
example shows the 
topics included for the 
subject “What is 
Management?”

Questions were 
created for each topic.



Question entry page: the tool can accommodate many different types of questions.



After the questions are written, there is a review process to ensure quality and 
catch errors. Team members review each others’ questions:



The final result is a database of questions that users can select from--you can make 
an entire quiz or test by adding questions to a “cart” and downloading your selections.



Content Camp approach takeaways:

● A place to house the questions (“the Tool”) is very difficult to 
make well. We (faculty content writers) had a LOT of suggestions 
for improving it as we bumped into features and limitations while 
developing our questions. The suggestions came even as we 
acknowledged that the tool was already well set up...

● The initial meeting was very helpful for getting us all to know one 
another and develop a sense of accountability to the project, 
since after the Chicago meeting we only worked independently 
and met virtually.



What we learned, and 
other interesting topics...



Discussion



Thank you
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